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COMMON CORE STANDARD 3B  
Choose and produce an equivalent form of an expression to reveal and explain properties of the 

quantity represented by the expression. Factor a quadratic expression to reveal the zeros of the function it 
defines. Complete the square in a quadratic expression to reveal the maximum or minimum value of the 
function it defines. 
 
SYNOPSIS  

At a summit of time-traveling historical mathematicians, attendees from Ancient Babylon pose 
the question of how to solve quadratic equations. Their method of completing the square serves their 
purposes, but there was far more to be done with this complex equation. Pythagoras, Euclid, 
Brahmagupta, Bhaskara II, Al-Khwarizmi and Descartes join the discussion, each pointing out their 
contributions to the contemporary understanding of solving quadratics through the quadratic formula. 
Through their discussion, the historical situation through which we understand the solving of quadratic 
equations is highlighted, showing the complex history of this formula taught everywhere.  

As the target audience for this project is high school students, the different characters of the script 
use language and symbolism that is anachronistic but will help the the students to understand the concepts 
that are discussed. For example, Diophantus did not use a,b,c in his actual texts but his fictional character 
in the the given script does explain his method of solving quadratics using contemporary notation.  

 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND  

The problem of solving quadratic equations dates back to Babylonia in the 2nd Millennium BC. 
The Babylonian understanding of quadratics was used geometrically, to solve questions of area with 
real-world solutions. The more primitive quadratic equation that survives from the wax tablets was 

 with the note that c and b was always positive. The methods of solving were geometric inbx x2 +  = c  
nature, and were often completed with the method of “completing the square.” As problems became more 
complicated, the application of the quadratic formula increased. 

Ancient Egyptian mathematicians addressed the problem of quadratics, most notably in the Berlin 
Papyrus in the Middle Kingdom (ca 2050 BC to 1800 BC). This experimentation continued in India in the 
8th Century BC, Babylon in the 4th Century and China in the 2nd Century. The geometric methods of 
solving equations still prevailed in Greek mathematical abstraction. The problems left their geometric 
forms, and new analytical methods began to be used to solve problems. Euclid and Pythagoras explored 
geometric solutions to quadratics, but Diophantus was the first to provide arithmetic solution to the 
quadratic equation in the 3rd Century. Diophantus’ method was flawed, as it only provided one root that 
was always positive. This is due largely to the fact that the common consensus at the time was that 
negative numbers were conceptually useless and irrational, so Diophantus disregarded their necessity in 
solving quadratics. 

In the 7th Century AD, Indian Mathematician Brahmagupta used Diophantus’ methods of 
quadratic equation to create among the first incarnations of the modern quadratic formula, expanding on 
the use of algebraic functions to solve quadratics. This solution was better, but still not general enough for 
wider application. Brahmagupta's equation was . This is similar to the(4ac ) b   x = √ + b −  √(4ac )+ b −  b

2a  
modern formula, but without the important beginning of -b +/-. Only in the 9th century did the Arabic 
mathematician  al-Khwarizmi begin using the double solution formula, providing the space for a negative 
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and positive solution. The distance from geometric solutions was important in the emergence of algebraic 
solutions for general problems.  
 
SCRIPT: 
SETTING 

International Conference of Historical Mathematicians 
Opens on a crowded stage, with a large sign reading “Open Forum: Welcome to Mathematicians from All 

Eras”. It is full of the brightest mathematical minds from the 2nd Millennium BC to the MIT Class of 
2020.  Each Mathematician has a placard in front of them, showing their name, as well as when and 

where they are from. New translating technologies have turned what would be a present-day Tower of 
Babel into an understandable, straightforward presentation of ideas.  

 
MODERATOR: This meeting is possible due largely to our sponsors; with bold innovations in time travel 
technologies, we are able to hold this forum with mathematicians from as early as the Old Babylonian era 
in Mesopotamia. The chair now recognizes Aguragas, an attendee from the Third Dynasty of Ur, here to 

read from his newest clay tablet. 
AGURAGAS: I added twice the side to the square. The result is 25160. What is the side? 
MODERATOR: What I think Aguragas is trying to get out here is how we all come to understand the 
solving of quadratics. Despite differences in technology, we all have an understanding of the quadratics – 
polynomials of the second degree or higher – but our solutions deviate immensely. 
AGURAGAS: Thank you. In our time, we only allowed for positive solutions. Unlike most of my 
colleagues from later eras here, our problems are grounded in the real life issues of our people. We need 
to solve these problems geometrically, because, after all, they connect to the geometrical issues of our 
day, tilling new fields. 
DESCARTES: (with a snide tone) And how then, do you propose we go about doing this? 
AGURAGAS: Well, I like to employ a technique called “completing the square”. One can use this 
technique when factoring a quadratic equation is not possible or when one wants to find complex or 
irrational roots. I do this by simply converting a quadratic polynomial to perfect square polynomial plus a 
constant. Completing the Square is the process of converting a quadratic equation into a perfect square 
trinomial by adding or subtracting terms on both sides. 
AMENEMHAT I: I, Amenemhat the First, of the 12th Dynasty of Egypt, agree with the Mesopotamian. I 
am here to present the Egyptian findings on this matter from Proyet of last year. In your years, this would 
be around the Early 20th Century BC. The writer of my source wishes to remain anonymous, but our 
presentations would be invaluable to this committee. This anonymous writer poses a problem. The area of 
a square of 100 is equal to that of two smaller squares. The side of one is ½ + ¼ the side of the other. To 
solve this, we, like the Babylonians before us, must use geometric solutions to quadratics. 
PYTHAGORAS: Only through abstract and general geometry can we really advance our understanding of 
quadratics. 
EUCLID: Generality is the key. If you would all turn to Book II, Proposition 6 in the newly printed 
copies of the Elements in front of each of you, I’d like to show you my proof for solving quadratics. 
Restructuring squares and rectangles to prove abstract ideas on quadratic shapes is the only way to solve 
this tricky problem! 
DIOPHANTUS: I object! Euclid insists on the “holy” methods of geometry, but can’t you all see its easy 
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application to other forms of notation? Symbolism is the key to this. Only through symbolism can we 
understand the complexities of this situation. The solution shows that these problems have just ONE root, 
and like all things rational and clean, can only be positive.  
PYTHAGORAS: Why that is just simply preposterous. How on earth can students be expected to 
remember alphabetical representations of numbers!? They should all learn the way I did, rotely 
memorizing structured systems of manipulations of abstract geometric forms.  
AGURAGAS: If it’s not written on a wax tablet, it’s not for me. 
DIOPHANTUS: Your dated methods will soon die out and exist only only to those in historical algebra 
classes at liberal arts colleges. Take my methods, for example, in Arithmatica. Because we cannot just 
simply add in the idea of zero wherever we want, we must work around algebraically to solve quadratics. 
There are three types, ax2 + bx = c, ax2 = bx + c and ax2 + c = bx. These problems only have rational 
solutions, and have one, clean, positive solution. Here we can solve these area problems both in the 
realistic, field-based problems, and in the more abstract geometric issues. 
BRAHMAGUPTA: Our 400 year time difference, Diophantus, has proven much growth in the field of 
algebraic representation, to which we thank you. I have been able to find a solution that solves your 
presented solution with more precision. Diminish by the middle number the square-root of the rupas 
multiplied by four times the square and increased by the square of the middle number; divide the 
remainder by twice the square. The result is the middle number. Whatever is the square-root of the rupas 
multiplied by the square and increased by the square of half the unknown, diminish that by half the 
unknown and divide the remainder by its square. The result is the unknown. Or as some of you in the 
audience may recognize it, .(4ac ) b   x = √ + b −  √(4ac )+ b −  b

2a   
BHASKARA II: To simply ignore problems with negative or irrational solutions and write them off as 
meaningless is anti-mathematical and wrong. We need to address these problems head on, and find a 
solution. I suggest we work with a formula that provides two solutions, to work with these issues. 
AGURAGAS: Bhaskara, your poetry and verbal tricks do nothing to help with the real mathematical 
subjects: oxen, fields, and grain prices. How can a field have two areas, or a negative size? 
AL-KHWARIZMI: What I think Bhaskara is trying to get at is an important notion in the history of our 
field of study, and while to you Mathematicians like Aguragas it may seem counterproductive and 
counterintuitive, I promise in our contemporary era of the 7th Century, this method of solving quadratics 
is far from unimportant. In my works, I have proved, through geometric analysis, that there can either be 
one or two answers for every quadratic, both negative and positive. This long lineage of development 
showcases how important meetings like these are, as they allow us to see how mathematical issues like 
solving quadratics have developed, and thus showing how cultures and societies developed and shifted. 
DESCARTES: My work La Geometrie that I published in 1637 uses these developments, and narrows it 
down to a singular, Eurocentric narrative. While I appreciate all the work that you before me have done, 
it’s much easier to paint a linear development, and works well with my contemporary philosophers 
notions of individuality and the solitary genius. Granted it’s a bit awkward to pose this on stage along side 
all of you historical geniuses, but for the sake of European clarity, the problem is owed to me. I have 
solved the general solution for quadratics, and history will say so. 
MODERATOR: Well, we are out of time, sorry to end on such a problematic note, but this conversation 
can go no further. We would like to thank the participants for shedding light on such a fascinating 
historical development, so integral to the teaching of Algebra even today! 
(Round of Applause) 
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PROBLEM SET 
 
Quadratic equations are representative of a parabola and can lie entirely above or below the x-axis. 
Depending on whether the x coefficient is positive or negative, the parabola can either point upward or 
downward. When the parabola does intersect with the x-axis, it has two real roots. If the parabola only 
touches the x-axis at its lowest or highest point (the vertex), it has multiple solutions. A parabola that does 
not touch or intersect the x-axis only has imaginary roots. 
 
Example 
The easiest way of solving a quadratic equation for the value of x is to set the factors to zero and then 
solve for each factor. If the equation is too complex for simple factoring or completing the square, one 
can utilize the quadratic formula to find its solution. The quadratic formula, which can be given in 
different forms is derived from completing the square.  
 
The formula is given as: x = 2a

−b±√b2−4ac  
 
Solving by factoring:  
Solve (x + 1)(x – 3) = 0. 

1. (x + 1)(x – 3) = 0  
2. x + 1 = 0  or  x – 3 = 0  
3. x = –1  or  x = 3 
4. Therefore the solution is  x = –1, 3 

 
Completing the Square: 
Solve - 14x + 13 = 0x2  

1.  - 14x = -13x2  
2.  - 14x + 49 = -13 + 49x2  
3. 36(x )− 7 2 =   
4. =  x − 7 ± √36  
5. =  or =  x  7 − 6  x  7 + 6  
6. Therefore the solution is x=1, 13 

 
Quadratic Formula method: 
Solve x2 + x – 4 = 0 

1.  x = 2(1)
−(1) ±√(1) −4(1)(−4)2 

 

2. x = 2
−1±√1+16  

3. x = 2
−1± 17√  

4. Therefore the solution is x= , 2
−1− 17√ 

2
−1+ 17√  
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Practice Problems 
 
Solve the quadratic equation by factoring: 

1. x2 + 5x + 4 = 0 
2. X2 − 12x + 27 = 0 
3. x2 − 9x + 18 = 0  

 
Solve by completing the square: 

1. x2 – 10x + 9 = 0 
2. x2 + 6x - 7 = 0 
3. x2 – 4x – 12 = 0 

 
Solve the quadratic equations using quadratic formula: 

1. x2 – 6x + 5 = 0 
2. x2 – 2x + 15 = 0 
3. x2 – x – 12 = 0 
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